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01 Introduction

re-Imagining Museum Experience
Working with staff and visitors to conceptualize the
future of the museum experience.

Imagine Children’s Museum
The Imagine Children’s Museum, located in Everett, WA is a museum
dedicated to playful education. Utilizing sensory exhibit installations to
cultivate real-world learning, imagination, and playtime friendships, the
museum is dedicated to creating an educational space for children of
Western Washington. This project with the Interactive Media Design (IMD)
Program at UW Bothell in association with the Office of Community Based
Learning and Research (CBLR) seeks to further these plans, by looking to
take away some onsite museum experience hurdles, while also improving
the out of museum experience.
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About the Partner

Teddy Dillingham
Director of Education
TeddyD@imaginecm.org

The Museum strives to be an enriching community partner, by being a
resource for local nonprofits, schools, and family services organizations.
Additionally, free admission nights, discounted memberships, and
specialized events and hours allow for diverse populations to be able to
visit the museum.
Their commitment to the local community and the empowering nature
of their mission statement (see image) inspired their partnership with the
University of Washington, Bothell.
The point of contact for this Project is Teddy Dillingham, the Director of
Education for the Imagine Children’s Museum.
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About the Course

Dr. Mark Chen

Layla Thomas

Lecture, UW Bothell

Program Manager
CBLR

markchen@uw.edu

laylat@uw.edu
This project was completed via the course BIMD 481: Researching Design
Contexts taught by Dr. Mark Chen at the University of Washington, Bothell.
This course is within the Interactive Media Design (IMD) program. The
facilitation of community partner’s within the course was supported
by Layla Thomas, program manager of the office of Community Based
Learning and Research (CBLR). Their collaboration within this course
is meant to not only give opportunities for students to have hands-on
learning experiences that result in meaningful projects that have ties to
the local community, but further the goals of the university and program
which look to create transformative and immersive learning opportunities.
In relation to this course, their collaboration centered around the following
ideas surrounding research and design:
1. Design work always exists in social and cultural contexts
2. Design must consider the specific ways context affects how people do
the things they do.
3. Design should serve and challenge assumptions about those contexts,
while reflecting local values and strong creative visions.
4. Design in context requires a deep understanding of those local settings,
placing onus on us [as designers] to understand people and their lived
experiences.
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About the Team

Angela Casidsid

Julie Hung

Visual Designer

UX Designer

John Kim
UX Researcher

Cynthia Sanchez
Visual Designer

Rachel Raymond
Project Manager

Chang Wu
UX Researcher
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About the Team
The design team was created from a diverse cohort class of IMD
students graduating in 2020.
As a design team, they believe that crafting experiences takes
more than skill, but a passion for empathy and collaboration
sprinkled with a preference for the visionary. They’re were excited
to apply this belief to the following design project, and utilize
this mindset to create something that is not only functional, but
meaningful.
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Executive Summary

Through the research process, the team discovered that the
museum experience was more than just providing play spaces; it
was about creating the interactions between adults and children,
adults and the museum, and the museum and children. They
began to see that children had a consistent, playful interaction
with the museum. This was contrasted by the adults, whom had
a wide range of experiences, from playing with the child they had
brought, to being on their phone. This inspired the team to look
further into the interactions that the museum was cultivating
between adults and children, which lead to looking at two general
scenarios and personas. The scenarios examined contrast each
other. One reviews a parent that had little challenge interacting
with children in the museum, while the other explores the
experience of a parent dealing with over exposure to the space.
By creating these scenarios into personas, they were able to come
up with two design ideas: creating a Universal Design System for
use on-site at the museum, and creating a smartphone app to
cultivate the before, during, and after the museum experience.
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Research Methods

Problem Space
Initially, Teddy Dillingham, the Director of Education for the Imagine
Children’s Museum reached out to Dr. Chen for student assistance
in realizing a vision the museum had defined. The museum had
conducted research to identify areas of opportunity within the
museum experience, and had found that visitors had a desire
to have a smartphone app. She submitted a proposal to have
IMD students work on an app experience as a means of creating
an extended experiential learning environment for visitors to the
museum. When invited to pitch to students, Dillingham pitched
developing the smartphone app, but also spoke to the value of an
end to end experience. Since the museum was expanding by an
entirely new building, there were opportunities to re-evaluate the
onsite museum experience.

The team of design students were interested in examining the visitor
experience to confirm the smartphone app’s desirability, but were
inspired by the thought of using ethnographic research to delve into how
Interactive Media Design extended to non-digital spaces. The Imagine
Children’s Museum pitch allowed them an opportunity to look at how to
bring technology and innovation into a space in mindful and specific ways.
Therefore, in order to begin thinking about their research and design
journey, the team asked themselves the following guiding question:

What is the experience of a visitor to the Imagine
Children’s Museum?
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Research Methods
In order to answer this question, the team created a research plan.
Due to the Ethnographic nature of the course, it was understood that
their data collection, analysis, and design conceptualizations would
emerge from ethnographic research practices, specifically a focus on
a qualitative approach.
Ethnographic research focuses on data collection that is immersive
within the research scene, requiring that researchers insert
themselves in order to observe the site in context. This is because
ethnographic research looks to analyze a design context through
the process of coding or tagging data, allowing for patterns and
relationships to emerge that inform the conceptualization of design
ideas. The qualitative nature of the data would be informed by how
the team planned to conduct their research. The data would be
collected via site visits, and would consist of observational field notes,
sketches, diagrams, blueprints, pictures, and videos of the space, in
person surveys of the museum’s visitors. The team visited the Museum
on 5 occasions, collection 45 pages of research notes and 17 surveys.
In addition to this, they took over 200 pictures, 17 360 videos, and
created 13 sketches, diagrams and blueprints for reference.
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Data Collection

5 site visits; high + low traffic, Free Admission Night
5 meetings with Imagine Children’s Museum Staff
1 visit when museum was closed

The data collection within the project exists in three main forms. First, there
is the team’s observational data, which was recorded via specific areas
of observation and takes the form of written notes. These notes are then
digitized for longevity. The second form is a visual data collection. This
takes the form of 360 video, pictures, and sketches/drawings/blueprints.
The third form is a survey. This survey was developed by triangulating
questions from the museum’s past research with questions that are meant
to provoke deeper, more detailed answers.

These types of data were placed in three categories: Scene, People, and
Interactions. Scene is defined as the museum space. The scene involved
visual data collection: sketches, drawings, photographs, and video footage.
It also involved things such as signage, elements of the space like lighting
and organization, and sound. The People category focused on who was
in the museum; what were they wearing, how were they expressing
themselves, what size groups were they in, what was their ethnicity, etc. The
third category Interaction was looking at the experience of the museum
via the perspective of visitors. It looked at things like Interactions, Emotions,
Intention, and Behavior.
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Data Collection

In order to obtain the data, the following process was followed. First,
it was necessary to work with the Education Director at the Imagine
Children’s museum, Teddy Dillingham, to find dates that maximized
potential data collection. These dates were communicated via a
google calendar. Then, it was planned out what type of data would be
collected via different visits.

To best sketch and diagram space, Monday, October 28th from
9:30 am - 12:30 pm was chosen as a visit time due to the museum
being closed for general maintenance on this day. Thus, sketches
and drawings could be made without the issue of others blocking the
space. This is also true for 360 videos and photographs.
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Data Collection

Data Collection

In order to immersive the team in the museum experience for
field notes, site visits were planned at strategic times: 12:40 3 pm on Friday, October 18th, Free Admission night on Friday,
October 18th, 5:30-7 pm, Tuesday, October 22nd from 2:30-4:30
pm, and 10 am -12 pm on Wednesday, October 23rd. These
dates were chosen to allow the team to see the museum at
minimum and maximum capacity, or low and high traffic, to
allow for a wider breath of observational data.

Our notes taking responsibilities were broken up into
Scene, People, and Interactions.
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The survey’s administered occurred on Friday, October 18th and
Tuesday, October 22nd. The surveys were delivered verbally, with a
responses written directly to the survey packets by a team member.
Team members were also meant to observe the respondents and
take down information related to the demeanor, demographic, and
if applicable, the children that accompanied them. The survey was
broken into 2 main sections. The first section looked to understand who
the visitor was by asking questions such as “What other activities
do you do with your children/the children you take care of?” The
second section was about understanding the visitor experience to the
museum, asking questions such as “When you visit the museum, what
do you enjoy most about spending time there?” or “Would you be
interested in an Imagine Children’s Museum smartphone app?”
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Coding

Our Process for Coding, and
Coding Scheme
Coding the data was a three fold process. First, it was
decided to code via the AEIOU model, (Activities, Environment,
Interactions, Objects, and Users). This was easily applied to all of
the visual data, and observational notes, as well as the survey.
Utilizing AEIOU was helpful as it was able to more clearly identify
what was an activity versus what was an interaction, as well
as identifying objects within the space that were relevant to
specific use. It gave a much deeper picture of both the museum
as a whole, as well as providing some insight to individual
exhibits.
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In coding the visual data, the team utilized the AEIOU model to sort all of
the materials first. After sorting these visual materials into their different
categories, the groupings allowed for specific tagging patterns to become
apparent. These tagging existed only within each AEIOU category. However,
they allowed for a thread within the data to begin being revealed. This
specific threading of data, however, did not translate to our observational
and survey notes. There is a two prong idea as to why this may be the case;
1) as observers, the design team took note of everything that was seen
within their time spent there. While it can be said that the data could be
coded using the same system, within the specific notes taken, it would
not have the same revealing effect. 2) Pictures can say a 1000 words.
Written observations and surveys can only give the perspective of the
observer within their memory, no matter the amount of diligent training
surrounding the practice. Images allow for the moment to be captured,
allowing it to be seen over and over again.

With all of this said, the observational notes and surveys were coded by
going through the AEIOU process again, to try and make more granular
the data collected. By breaking the data down by with this specific tagging
structure, patterns began to emerge surrounding “People, Behavior, and
Emotion” within the observational notes and survey. Since the data was
meant to be eventually used to cultivate museum experience Personas, it
was decided to bring this tagging structure in to break down some of the
data further. By using these tags, it was felt it would better yield results to
analyze, specifically as it relates to what people were doing in the museum,
(people and behavior) and what could understand that they felt via quotes
(emotions). Once the data had completed tagging with this system, it was
decided that adding another set of tags that combined specific users with
actions and objects was needed, in order to help distinguish possible use
case scenarios.
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Therefore, the last set of tags used within the observational notes
and survey was specifically to help better identify possible use case
scenarios. Through the use of the AEIOU model and previous tags,
a pattern had been gleaned from the data that related to visitors
being “Engaged with Phone” or “Not engaged with Phone”, or simply
a “Child”. By highlighting these specific users, actions/behaviors, and
objects, patterns surrounding use case scenarios appeared allowing
grouping of the observational notes and survey data at a higher level.
Ultimately, it was thought that this code could help the design team
better consider the visitor’s experience in the context of the museum,
as posed within their initial question of “What is the experience of a
visitor to the Imagine Children’s Museum?” as well as serve as a basis
for use case scenarios.

People Behavior Emotions
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Going through the memos and coded data, the design team began to
discover some patterns. The AEIOU method was able to break down what
had been witnessed into basic parts of activities people were doing, the
environments they were in, their interactions with objects, and who they
were. This allowed the design team to see that while there are many
activities in the museum, the most interesting activities were not
facilitated by the exhibit design. A pattern emerged that found most adult
visitors engaged in their mobile devices, as seen by Rachel’s notes that
state “Adults on phones: Scrolling, Typing, Phone calls”. That being said,
this same analysis showcased that adult visitors were allowing their
children space to play, and that they were excited to utilize their phone as
a means of recording special moments. It showcased that no matter the
interpretation of phone use, the adult experience of the museum utilizes a
phone.

Utilizing the AEIOU model in order to code the visuals, a visual pattern
emerged within the museum. This visual pattern related to how many
different types of visuals (meaning signs, typography, colors, etc) were
within the museum. Looking through the coded AEIOU notes, it became
clear that there could be navigation issues within the museum, as seen
in Cynthia’s observation “parents miss signs and ask volunteers where
the bathroom/drinking fountains are.” Therefore, a pattern of “where
is the bathroom” began to emerge within both sets of notes. This was
analyzed further to become “where are the signs,’’ as well as “when was
that event/what is that event?” The team understood these patterns as an
overarching pain point that a museum visitor experienced in relation to
finding and understanding museum related information.
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Data Anaysis
Engaged in Exhibit meant
that adults were involved
in the child’s interaction.

Standing outside/not
engaged meant that
adults were not involved in
their exhibit or phone.

Interacting with Phone
meant that adults were
involved on phone in any
capacity.

How many times was
restroom navigation
mentioned in our notes?
Three times

When surveyed about museum improvements,
navigation was never brought up.
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Data Anaysis
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Data Anaysis
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Data Anaysis
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Findings

Looking at the analysis of the data, the team was able to find
four main findings from their research.
First, Mobile devices are a significant part of the museum
experience for good and bad.
Second, lack of interaction with children’s play and unengagement have a symbiotic relationship.
Third, there are opportunities for a more cohesive digital and
on-site experience.
Fourth, Navigation of the museum is complicated by lack of
branded system in relation to signage.

Mobile devices are a
significant part of the
museum experience– for
good and bad

Navigation of the
museum is challenged
by a lack of a branded
system in relation to
signage

There are opportunities
for a more cohesive
digital and on-site
museum experience

Lack of interaction with
children’s play and unengagement have a
symbiotic relationship
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Mobile devices are a
significant part of the
museum experience– for
good and bad

What features could you
imagine the smartphone
app having?
Ability to check-in, not
waiting in line, no trouble
finding parking places
(navigation not needed),
list of special events

Source: survey data

“Adults on phones:
Scrolling, Typing, Phone
calls”
“Some moms took photos
of their kids playing
Some moms were
Facetiming”
“Adults will watch, other
adults will play, and
some will go on their
smartphone.”

Mother and daughter are
playing on the playground.
Daughter runs and hides.
Mother tries to “find” her
by taking a picture of her
everytime she can see
her. (OC Like a photo hide
and seek?) Overheard:
“Paparazzi!” “Got your
picture!” Laughter.
“Paparazzi’s camera is
dying!”

Source: coded survey

Source: observation from fieldnotes
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“Kid wanted to role play
with their parents of them
having dinner but the
parents kind of just sat
there and stayed on their
phone the whole time.”

Lack of interaction with
children’s play and unengagement have a
symbiotic relationship
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There are opportunities for a more cohesive digital
and on-site museum experience
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“See a Mother with three kids is traveling down the
main walkway, east, towards the Airplane. Children
are speaking to her but she says ‘We need to use the
restroom first.’ She looks around, looking for a sign. She
sees the sign, and heads over towards the sign, and
goes to the left, where it points. She slowly goes down
the hallway towards the bathroom, as if unsure of
where to go.”

Navigation of the museum is complicated by a lack
of a branded system in relation to signage
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Co- Design Session

After some initial examination of their findings, the team decided
that returning to have a collaborative design session with their
community partner would be beneficial. The intention behind
the co-design session was twofold. One, it allowed the design
team to see what the community partner understood about
their visitors and what they felt their needs were. Two, it allowed
the design team to see how successful their initial analysis had
been in identifying areas of opportunity. On top of all of this,
by inviting the museum into the design process, it placed the
museum as collaborators in the design process. This ensures that
design concepts will be impactful, as they were generated from
partnership, not a perception of museum wants/needs.
The collaboration happened on November 6th, 2019 from 2:30 pm
- 4:30 pm. Ideas surrounding the “Before Visit Experience,” “During
Visit Experience”, and “After Visit Experience” were discussed.
Within the “Before Visit Experience”, the museum brought up
parking as a major factor. The team also brought up the website
experience. When moving on to the “During Visit Experience”,
the team brought up pain points that were within the museum,
such as signage and staff member experiences with explaining
museum navigation to visitors.
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The team then asked the museum staff to begin ideating ideas
surrounding how to bring these aspects of the museum to
the next level. This is where ideas surrounding a central hub, a
universal design language and signage system, and information
announcement system were brought about. The team then
transitioned to having everyone ideate on thoughts surrounding
the “After Visit Experience” of the museum. This is where ideas
surrounding an app and social media were brought up.
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Persona & Scenarios

With the data coded, findings solidified, and a collaborative
design session is completed, the design team began to identify
personas. A persona is a fictionalized design user within a design
context. They’re used as a means of understanding a design’s user
base, examining things such as their motivations and areas of
opportunity within a design context. Potential design solutions can
be put through the “eyes” of a persona in order to allow designers
to see if their proposed idea works for the design user. Persona
always built out of collected data.
Use case scenarios are short stories surrounding the experience
journey a designer imagine’s a persona may have within a design
context. Use case scenarios allow a designer to imagine and
think about the specific behaviors, interactions, and areas of
opportunity within an experience.
The use case scenarios within this project allowed the design team
to better imagine and understand their personas within the design
context.
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Use Case 01 - Immersed Ina
Ina is a mother of two. She’s 34 years old. She’s married and works
full time. She and her husband both have jobs that they commute
to. However, sometimes she is able to take time off during the
week. Otherwise, she spends a lot of time playing with her children
after work or on the weekends. They love to go to parks, and she
encourages educational play.
The weather has been cloudy and cold lately so Ina and her
family do not want to go to the park. Ina looks to the internet and
Google’s ‘fun things for kids to do in Everett, WA’. She finds Imagine
Children’s Museum and clicks on their website. She looks at the
hours, admission, and directions, and decides that this would be
a good place to take her kids. While she doesn’t live far away, she
does need to drive. Looking online, she sees it’ll be $50 for her and
her children to gain entrance to the museum and park for more
than three hours. Clicking around on the website, she realizes
that she can’t buy tickets in advance to pick up at the door. She
decides to just go ahead and make her way to the museum,
packing some snacks on the way out.
When Ina and her children arrive at 10 am, Ina is surprised by the
line to get in. She and her children enter the museum after paying
for admission and her children run to the first exhibit Air Amazing.
After a while, they move around the main floor, letting the children
lead the way. Ina remembers seeing photos of a playground but it
takes her a moment to find signage to find the stairs. Reaching the
playground after helping her children up the stairs, she is met with
a blank wall. Steering the kids around to the other side, she sees
that the playground is large, and that there is a dinosaur cave and
music section. Although the weather is not ideal, her kids want to
play outside anyways.
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Her children take off towards the play structure. She sees that it
is big enough to get inside and follows them. They play together
and Ina takes out her phone. She plays a game they made called
“Paparazzi”, where she follows her children and plays a type of hide
and go seek while taking pictures.
Ina and her children head to the Rooftop Rhythms section of the
playground. Both kids are excited to play with the xylophones.
While the xylophones are clearly marked with notes, Ina doesn’t
know any songs she can show them how to play. She shows them
a scale and after a couple of minutes they go back to the play
structure. She sees an elevator and she approaches it. She realizes
that it’s for emergency use only when she gets in front of it. This
forces her back around the playground. She grabs her children
and takes the stairs down to the bottom level.
After using the restrooms and selecting a spot to sit, she and her
kids have some snacks. She checks her phone and realizes it’s
been 3 hours. She’s surprised because it’s passed so quickly, but it
makes her glad she bought all day parking. The Art Studio is near
by, and she’s excited to make something with her kids.
Today in the Art Studio, they are doing a changing leaf project.
As Ina and her children make their masterpieces, Ina pulls out
her phone to take some pictures of her kids and their work. She’s
having a great time and wonders if they can do an activity like this
at home. Her children are also able to socialize with other children
doing the same Art Project. Watching her kids build their social
skills and community make Ina happy she came.
Seeing that the time is nearing 3 pm, she begins to pack up the
kids and go. Her youngest doesn’t want to leave, making a bit of a
fuss. Seeing the display she considers getting a membership, but
realizes that she would need to come monthly to get her monies
worth gives her pause. She decides to think about it. She gets her
children in the car and begins to drive home. She asks her children
if they enjoyed their day and they said “Yes! I love it!!”As they drift
to sleep, she realizes how packed of a day they’ve had. The kids will
definitely go to bed early tonight.
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Use Case 02 - Frequent Frances

Frances is a mother of four children, but her youngest is under the
age of 12, who comes up to her and ask her if they can go to the
museum on a Friday. As a member of the museum, she tries to
bring her daughter to the museum at least five times a month, so
she agrees to bring her there.
When Frances arrives in the parking lot, she has trouble finding
a parking spot since it’s the beginning of the weekend. She
eventually finds a spot after several minutes of driving around the
area. However, it takes longer for them to get into the museum as
they wait in line outside. After getting through the admission line,
they hang up their jackets on the coat hangers in the Fire Station
room.

After going through the admission gate, Frances encourages her
daughter to roam the museum exhibits freely. Since they come
to the museum often, they have no trouble navigating the place.
However, she keeps an eye on her daughter so she doesn’t lose
her. She goes on her phone while her daughter plays in one of
the exhibits, unsure of how she can facilitate learning through
activities, especially at home. Frances watches her daughter play
independently room.
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When lunchtime comes around, her daughter tells her that she’s
hungry and needs to go to the restroom. They go downstairs to
the cafeteria area, where they have their bathroom break and
eat their packed lunch. Frances scrolls through her phone as her
daughter eats, waiting for her to be done so she can continue
playing.

After a few hours, Frances starts feeling tired and says that it’s time
to go home. She feels that she wasn’t engaged with her daughter
as she would have liked, but because they come to the museum
often, her daughter interacts with the same exhibits every time.
When she hears that there will be a workshop event happening
next week, she tells her daughter that they will return to participate
in the event.
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Design Concepts

The ideas that emerge out of the design process revolves around
design concepts that relate to the on-site museum experience
and the museum’s digital experience.

The on-site museum experience is about creating a Universal
Design system. This system could be used to assist in creating sign
cohesion within the museum environment, helping with navigation,
and facilitating interactions between adults and children.

The signage is hard to tell apart
from the information abundance
environment
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To create cohesion within the design system for signage, the team
utilized color, text, shape, and visual representations to ensure
all visitors are able to read the signage. The solid color and bold
text allows for easier readability. In this system, each floor of
the museum can be defined by a color, illustrating organization
throughout all signs and design solutions.
Furthermore, the signage could assist in helping adults understand
the learning being practiced in the installations and exhibits. When
observing the museum, team members realized that existing
signage surrounding this subject matter was difficult to read
didn’t feel engaging. Looking into early childhood development,
reflecting on observations of visitors to the museum, and
conversations with museum staff, the team decided that adding
symbols that described the learning being practiced within the
space, as well as redoing the signage to be more legible would
be viable options to assist in adult engagement. As seen with the
above example of the wildlife center, adding the symbols that
illustrate the ideals of compassion, respect, and empathy give an
adult a starting off point on what kind of play happens within the
space. By adding an instruction sign, this starting point can be
further realized.
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Additionally, team members felt that adding specific signage that
encouraged play between adults and children would be beneficial.
For example, team members realized that adults and children
didn’t spend much time interacting with the xylophones in Rooftop
Rhythms section. Therefore, the suggestion is to add sheet music
signage of specific songs with accompanying color coding of
xylophone keys offers adults an easy way of showing children how
the instrument works, which creates moments of exploration and
play.
Navigation on-site at the museum is a challenge for visitors. Due
to the vivid colors and exciting nature of the installations and
exhibits, the lack of branded museum signs made the wayfinding
signs difficult to find. Thinking to the observations of low traffic
versus high traffic times within the museum, and referring to the
design system, the design team felt that adding floor signage
would assist visitors in finding the restrooms. This is due to adult
visitors eyes being more likely to be looking down, towards the
children they are with. By adding this signs, visitors in low traffic
times may have an easier time navigating the museum, elevating
the need to ask for assistance.
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An idea that had developed out of the co-design session between
the design team and the museum was a central hub in the form
of a kiosk. This would assist with a pain point felt by the museum
and its visitors regarding event announcements and navigation.
As seen in this mockup, the kiosk would sit in a main walkway of
the museum. It would have an updated map to assist in finding
restrooms and exhibits, but would also showcase exhibits by skills
learned. Furthermore, an event calendar could be accessed to
see the days or months events. The team also imagined that
eventually, a social media aspect could be integrated with the
development of an Imagine Children’s Museum app.
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In terms of the digital museum experience, when the museum
had first pitched the project, they had data that suggested a
digital app would be a beneficial design. This was confirmed
by the research done by the design team. 65% (11/17) of visitors
surveyed would use an app if available. In terms of how the app
should function, the team looked at the suggested features from
the visitors, and built screens from there. They decided that the
following features were the most important.

Home Screen
Visiting information
Calendar connected to an Event List
Entertainment (page to select filters to take photos with)
Education
Map
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Overwhelmingly, visitors were interested in planning and museum
information, which is where these screens are centered. Some
visitors wanted features that would get them more involved with
their children’s experience at the museum, such as suggested
exhibition interactions. Others wanted Imagine Children’s Museum
educational games. As the team began working on the screens,
they examined the website of the museum. It was felt that it was
information heavy, and so the app should focus on specific areas
of interest to allow for visitors to use it with more ease.

The home screen allows for the visitor
to select a language upon entry, before
looking at a main screen with the current
events.

From the menu, visitors are able to look at
a calendar. The calendar displays a month
at a time. Events types within the calendar
are color coded, allowing them to pinpoint
specific interests. Visitors also have the
option of looking at all events going on at
the museum.
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The main screen allows visitors to look at a
the current events and past events.

The calendar displays a month at a time.
Events types within the calendar are color
coded, allowing them to pinpoint specific
interests. Visitors also have the option
of looking at all events going on at the
museum.

Events tab displays a month at a time.
Events types within the calendar are color
coded, allowing them to pinpoint specific
interests. Visitors also have the option
of looking at all events going on at the
museum.
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The application also has the option of
looking up ticket prices and buying tickets.

The application also has the option of the
hours of operation.

The application also has the option of
looking for parking.
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In terms of education and entertainment, the team created screens
inspired by the updated signage in the museum. Like the signage
showcased at the Wildlife Center, the app would allow for adults to
select locations and read about possible interactions and questions
that they could ask the children they are with. Building off of this
idea, it was also important to allow visitors explore the museum by
learning experience. The design team felt that looking at exhibits with
specific early childhood development outcomes such as cognitive
development or social and emotional development was key to
facilitating better adult and child interactions within exhibits. It was also
felt that this was an opportunity to have a sign translation system as
well, utilizing a phone’s camera to scan the new signage and translate
via the language selected upon downloading. Additionally, while in the
museum, the design team noticed that adults utilized taking photos
with their phone as a means of documenting fun moments. This
inspired them to think of photo filters that visitors could apply to their
photos to make these moments a more customized experience.
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Next Step & Final Remarks

Next Steps
The next steps for the museum are to examine the design concepts
and see how they fit with the museum’s goals. With the museum
expanding, these design concepts represent an opportunity to
revamp the existing systems within the museum, and continue to
make the museum experience better. Some of these ideas require
hiring of a developer or design firm to fully realize. That being said,
the museum should conduct more research with their visitors
surrounding the ideas presented. This can look the following ways.

1.Conducting a survey presenting the ideas, and asking for visitors to
imagine their effect.

2. Installing low cost prototypes of the signage, wayfinding stickers,
and central hub and conduct surveys for visitor feedback.

3. Showing visitors the app prototype screen and asking visitors if

their needs are being met by the current app feature suggestions.

Final Thoughts
Through this design process, the IMD design team feels that they
have addressed major concerns revealed both by the museum
and its visitors. As the museum continues to grow, it is important to
iterate on the visitor experience digitally and on-site. Through the
use of these design concepts, the museum will continue to develop
and iterate their museum experience, and better meet the needs
expressed by the visitors and observed pain points.
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Team Takeaways
Through this project, these student designers have discovered the
importance of ethnographic study within the design process. Through
the use of a real client with real design context, the team was able
to explore how research better reveals both areas of opportunity
and design solutions. This became especially important due to
the partnership built between the community partner and design
team. By having this partnership be apart of the design process, this
project allowed the team to more deeply learn about the relationship
between designers and their clients by showcasing the importance
of collaboration and partnership. The experience has been
transformative and will inform their design process as they grow as
designers.

Special Thanks
The Design Team would like to extend a heartfelt thank you to the
Museum Staff that took time out of their days to work with them on
anything from design solutions, to the best place to take notes, to
helping them find visitors to interview. Without the staff’s assistance,
the project would not be as fruitful as it is. Thank you!
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